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problems. Download The Croods Full HD 1080p HD Â· Resident Evil 5 Soundtrack 1. Field of the
Invention The present invention relates to an electric drive controller. 2. Description of the Related Art

In recent years, electric vehicles including hybrid vehicles have been actively developed. Such an
electric vehicle includes an electric motor for driving the vehicle, and a power storage unit such as a
battery for supplying power to the electric motor. The electric vehicle is driven by the motor being
driven by the power stored in the power storage unit. In the power storage unit, power is stored by

chemical conversion of storage elements. Although power storage performances of the power storage
unit differ depending on storage elements, the power storage unit is capable of operating with

efficiency. However, as the power storage units tend to become larger, the impact of internal short
circuits tends to increase in the power storage unit. In order to address this, countermeasures to

prevent power from being supplied to the power storage unit and cut off power supply from the electric
motor are taken. Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication No. 2006-285228 discloses an
electric vehicle including a short circuit detecting means for monitoring and detecting short circuits of
an electric storage cell based on a first current value corresponding to the flow of power from a power
source to the electric motor and a second current value corresponding to the flow of power from the
electric motor to the power source and outputting a short circuit detection signal. The electric vehicle

further includes a discharging unit for discharging power stored in the electric motor through the
electric storage cell during the power source is a short circuit. The electric vehicle controls the

discharging unit when the short circuit detection signal is output by the short circuit detecting means.
By the control, the electric vehicle prevents the power supply from being cut off from the electric motor.

If the short circuit is caused by a disconnection of an electric wiring line and a power storage cell is
exposed to short circuit current, a problem may arise. For 6d1f23a050
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